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deal with the maritime and colonial power of France by
maintaining peace in Europe and the neutrality of Germany.
On the other hand, though he did not wish for war, Frederick
saw that a struggle with Austria was unavoidable, and
being afraid of Russia, he wanted to secure his own position
by the best alliances he could obtain,
In September, 1755, Russia, the firm ally of Austria since The alliance
t	,	°* Jbvussia
1740, ever on the alert against Prussian designs, entered and England
into a Treaty of Alliance with Great Britain, which was
at that time in difficulties with Frederick.    England, in her
turn, seeing war with France imminent, and not yet at all
ready  to   abandon  the   Habsburg   friendship,   sought   to
protect herself by a further alliance with Austria.    This,
however,  Maria  Theresa  would  only  concede   on  terms
which would have made war in Germany certain—the one
thing  England  wished  to   prevent.    Thereupon  England
took a new step to enforce peace in Eastern Europe, by
negotiating   with   Prussia.    Her   statesmen,   misled   by
optimism,  thought to prevent war between  Prussia and
Austria by defending Prussia with a British alliance, and in
the course of the negotiations they paraded before Frederick's
eyes   the   Anglo-Russian   Treaty.     Frederick   seized   the leads to an
bait, thinking to gain English influence  at the  Russian twee^Great
Court, and in case of hostility with the Czarina, to have Bntam and
English  support.   Thus  the  Convention   of  Westminster
(January, 1756), by which England gained the alliance with
Prussia, was essentially a pacific measure, by which England
sought to avert war in Europe and by which Prussia, on her
side, thought to provide against Russian suspicions.   England
had not the remotest intention of breaking off her friendship
with Austria, nor had Prussia as yet any design to oppose
France.
The effect of the Convention of Westminster, however, Austria _ be-
comes the
quickly belied the intentions of both England and Prussia: ally of
Austria, long thirsting for war, could not quietly accept an
attempt to prevent her from attacking Prussia, She imme-
diately refused to join a pact to which Prussia was a party;
and France, unable to detach Prussia from the English side,
forthwith made overtures to the Empress which ended in the

